uge

Annual Glee
Tonight

II

---
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Oratorical Contest Is
Also Feature Of
Evening; Prizes To
Be Offered
Each Class Will Present Its
Composition to Win Place
On Banner
Promising to produce a winning song and a winning orator
as good, if not befter than those
of preceding years, the Annual
Glee and Oratorical Contest will
~ be staged to-night at 8 o'clock in
the auditorium.

53 SENIORS TO GET F~~s~~~r~ToF MOTHERS WILL BE
DEGREES THIS YEAR MIXED NUMBERS HONORED GUESTS
Supervises Fro.sh
AT COMMENCEMENT Bob Evans
AT MAY FESTIVAL
Entertainment; Is

PUGET SOUND
GIVEN $50,000
By the ·will of Willia:::J H.
Glass, a retired business man
of Seattle, who died recently,
the College of Puget Sound was
left $50,000 and also the remainder of a $100,000 estate
after legacies amounting to
$32,500 have been paid.
Mr. Glass was a brother-inlaw of Wih:iiot Whitfield, president of this institution from
1889 to 1900. He was also a
brother of the late Reverend R.
C. Glass, a well-known Methodist minister of this conference.
The money, which will amount to approximalely $65,000
will be added to the endowment
fund.

Baccalaureate Sunday to Be June 4;
Comme n c e m e n t
Program :Monday
Two Honorary Degrees to Be
Conferred; Six W ill Get
Science Award

Less than eight weeks remain
before the class of 1928 must bid
farewell to her Alma Mater. More
than two score and ten seniors
are anticipating that momentous
occasion when they will receive
that remarkable bit of parchment which will proclaim to the
world that "they are now ready
to enter upon-the stormy sea of
life. Their privilege it was to be
the first freshman class on the
- -new Puget Sound campus, and
Trio Returns From Sacra- now they will be the first to
mento Enthusiastic Over
complete a college career entireConference
ly wit~n these new halls.
Baccalaureate Sunday has been
1 set for June 4, and on the folBy EthPl ~I. Tl·otter
Monday mo_:~ning witnessed the lowing morning the oommencetriumphant raturn of the three ment exercises will be held. At
women who represtnted the Col- this time three men and three
lege of Puget Sound at the nation- women will be awarded the deal YWCA convel'tion in Sacra- gree of Bachelor of Science. A
mento, California. The enthus*
far greater number, that of 47
iasm of Martha Ann Wili!on, Eve- will receive the Bachelor of Arts
lyn Bjorkman, and Dori3 ·wn son, degree.
the trio of delegates, has seemingTwo Honorary Degrees
ly affected many students, and the
women have been besieged with
Two honorary degrees will be
innumerable inquiries concerning conferred by Dr. Todd, president
their trip into the sunny south - of the College. Roy L. Sprague,
land.
• field secretary of Puget Sound,
The women departed from Ta- will be awarded the degree of
coma, Wednesday evening, April Doctor of Divinity, a-nd to John
11, and made the t rip in a special L. Hillman, president of Simpcar in company with a delegation son College, Indianola, Iowa, will
from the University of Washing- go the degree of Doctor of Laws.
ton.
i The complete list of graduating
seniors as issued by tlie regisFirst Homesickness
trar's office follows:

DELEGATES TO
YW CONVENTION
~::7;s ~~:~~c~~ p~:a!!e ~:met:! DESC RIDE TRIP
Considerable rivalry is anticipated, since each class has submitted a song which the com-

coveted banner. Also since presentation will count one-third, it
is expected that presentations will
be novel and interesting.
Robert Evans, William Law
and Arthur Allsworth have been
selected as the three orators to
contest for the O. H. Burmeister
prizes of $15 and $10. All of
these men are experienced speakers and some excellent speeches
Should result.
The orators have selected their
own topics on which to write
their 1 500-word speeches a n d
each oration is to be judged on
delivery, composition and grammar, and thought content.
The program will be run off
with a speech and a glee song
given alternately. After the completion of the entire event the
winners in both contests will be
announced.
Judging of the class songs will
}wqis

l)f mul~ical

·
h
ith
composition of t e song w
word accompaniment, adaptability as a college song, and presentation on the stage.
A large representation - from
each class is urged by the respective presidents, since p art of
the presentation of the song involves the singing of the song
by the whole class.
Spurs are to act as ushers.

MYSTERY
?

?

Just Ahead
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CONTEST FOR NEW
COLLEGE SONGS IS
SET FOR TONIGHT

he rt 0 ,,. oP a

uau

May Festival

? ? ?

.?

COLUMN
Hurray for the belles of Belling·
hant. They aren't so dumb--in
fact they talk all the tinie.
• • •
Which is merely an introduction
to the fact that the track team left
Wednesday to engage in battle
with the Bellingham Normal cinder artists. However, our fellows
were hardly normal when they
saw a ll of the beautiful damsels
at the northern i~stitution.

•••

THE BELLINGHMI SCHOOL
IS SAID TO HAVE ONE OF THE
FASTEST TRACKS IN THE
NORTHWEST. PATTERNED, NO
DOUBT, AFTER THE WOMEN
WHO ATTEND THE NORr.IAL
SCHOOL.

* * *

---

I

I
I

Linfield Leads in New Phase of College

·-·

:-:

Its charter having been received recently, formal announcemen~ was made Tuesday of the
establishment of a new honorary
on the campus. The new organization is the Washington Alpha
Chapter of Pi qamma Mu, natioifai - honorary , -rtat:ernfty ~-or
social sciences.

:-;

Crowning of Queen Amy Will
Take Place in Sutton Quadrangle
All plans for the May Festival,
which is to be held Thursday
afternoon, May, 3, are now complete. T)le day has been designated as Mother's Day and the
program which begins in the
auditorium at 1: 3 0 o'clock will
especially honor all mothers. Jean
Staniford will give a piano solo,
Lillian Burkland will welcome the
mothers, and Reitha Gehri will
give appropriate readings. In addition there will be a one-act play,
"Father's Day On ~and Mother's
Day Off." Characters are:
Father - - --------Edward Ernst
(Leonard Unkefer, understudy)
Mother ----------Ruth Monroe
Bobby - ---~-----Ellen Osborne

DELEGATION TO
SPEAK MONDAY
There will be a women's assembly Monday morning at
which the delegates ~o the convention of the Western Division
of Women's Student Associations will speak. The delegates,
Martha Hawksworth and Evelyn Churchill, returned Saturday, as.. did also Dean Blanche
W. ~ens wl).o had attended
the convention of· the Western
Division of the Association of
Deans of Women. There were
delegates to both conventions
from all the colleges in the
Western States.

ALL-COLLEGE
PLAY SHOWS
GOOD ACTING
Annual Production, '39 East,'
Entertains Good Crowd
Friday Evening

i:n

standing of Philippine independ·
nual spring house parties, SatBy Richard Breon
ence by such affiliation. Who
urday and Sanday, April 28
This story is to correct a very
knows but what a war might
and 29 . Amphictyons will leave
<>-t d
in serious omission in last week's
be avreted because of ~~'e mutual
at 9 a. m. .,... ur ay morn g
for Camp Seymour. Philoma- \Trail. The editor forgot to pubunderstanding of the two schools?
theans w ill frolic at Silcox Is- lish OUR ideas about the YWCA
No longer would we have to
glea nall our information of far
land, while Altrurians will stay style show.
Just because we
away lands only from textbooks,
at Naches Tavern.
happen to be of masculine gender
for all the information necessary ~fay Day Fete--On Thursday,
is no reason to suppose that we
might b e embodied in the personMay 3, 1'1ill occur ane of the
al accounts that would give us
main events of the year, namely don't know as much about woa greater insight into everything
the crowning of the May Queen men's clothes as anyone. P-erthat happens there. Professors of
at t h e annual Spring Festival. haps we know more.
the different schools could even
The program will begin at 2
The first models appeared in
exchange lectures on classroom
p. m .
duds intended for sport wear.
subjects, making them more in- Artist Conrs&--Madame Ernestine Golf costumes were a wow! teresting because of the differShumann-Heink, contralto, who darling little sweaters with cute
ences that would be sure to be
is making h er farewell tour in ziz-zag~y designs and skirts to
apparent.
the United States, will be pre- match (or did they)? Ernie
Here is a chance for some
se~ted, Friday, May 4, in the Goff brought down the house
illustrious senior to establish a
Heilig theater, Sherman, Clay when she appeared in a hiking
school in South America or some
& Co. are in charge of the costume daintily, yet effectively,
other place so we could have a
seat sale.
t rimmed with corn plasters.
Puget Sound in South America, YWCA Installation: In the Little
Another favorite was a motoror something on that order. AnyChapel, Tuesday, May 1, the ing costume complete with roller
way, the idea has lots of possinew incoming officers of the skates suspended by a lace trimbilitles.
college YWCA will be installed. 1med shoe string from the~ left

Maroon, Not Daunted
By Mishaps, Is Victor by Count of 73
To 57
Tatum Takes High Point
Honors With 21 and OneFourth Points
Bellingham, Wash., Apr. 27Working under wraps, the College
of Puget Sound track squad took
an exciting cinder meet from the
Bellingham Normal School Thursday afternoon on the Normal
field, by the score of 7 3-5 7. Hubbard by declining to use Darrow
at all, by holding Tatum out of the
half mile, and by refusing to allow Fassett to enter the two mile
gave up the chance t ogain a more
overwhelming victory, preferring
rather to keep his track squad in
shape for later meets.
"Red" Tatum, Logger track
captain, led his men to victory
in signal fashion, winning first
places in four events, cracking
two Noijthwest Conference records, and establishing one Waldo
field record. He led the Normal
runners to the tape in the 100:vard dash, 2 2 O~yard dash, the
440-yard run, and won first place
in "the high jump. He ran anchor
man on the relay team and made
up 30 yards on the fast Normal
sprinter. His time for the quarter, 51.~ seconds, was announced
as the fastest ever made on the
Bellingham track His speed of
22.5 seconds in the 220-yard dash
cracked the Northwest Conference
record by a tenth of a s econd.
Minard Fassett also broke the
Northwest Conference r ecord, and
set up a new field mark, when he
traveled the mile in 4 : 37 _6 seconds. Amos Bo~th traveled the
low hurdles in fast time to win
26 ~
in
.o.
He also took first in
the high stick race. John Garnero
placed ahead in the discus but lost
the shot to Jewel, Normal star.
Douglas Hendel ran the half
mile under 2:06 but had to concede first and second places to
two crack Bellingham runners
who traveled the distance in
2 : 04 · 5 mmu
· t es. R ay J ewel was
uncovered by Coach Carver of the
Northern school at the psycholgl·ca1 momen t as one o f the b est runners the Normal ha.s had in years.
He went the quarter in close to
52, the half in 2: 04.5, and put
the shot almost 39 feet to win.
Bayard Mosher garnered two
first places when he took first in
the pole vault and the broad
jumps. His winning jump w as 19
feet 11 inches.

CHAPEL IS LED
BY STUDENTS

Chapel Wednesday was in
charge of students, with Meredith Smith acting as chairman.
After the usual announcements by
Dean Lemon, Mary Kizer gave a
selection on her violin as a prelude, accompanied by Margaret
Patterson.
"Religion in Poetry," a sermontalk was given by Signe Johnson, who quoted many beautiful
passages from the works of noted
poets, giving their thoughts on
wrist.
God and the out-of-doors.
Coats for sport and street wear
Meredith Smith lead in a
came next. They opene d down prayer by Edwin Markham. A
the front and each was equipped hymn concluded the program.
with two sleeves.
Afternoon Frocks Displayed
HALLEN, REES
Afternoon frocks proved to be ALSO SPEAK
dresses made of colored stuff
Taking as her · subject "The
with cheese-cloth doo-dads for Great American Tonic," Mrs.
trimming.
Audrey-Dean Albert Hallen delivered an entertaining
brought a roar from the fans J and refreshing talk that was well
with her pink percale creation received by her hearers in chapel,
trimmed with Arctic monkey fur. last Friday morning. In spite of
Evening dresses had lots of the fact that the speaker was
quantity and quality. Well, any- obviously embarrassed, she ca.ptiway, the quality was all there. vated the hearts of the students
The abbreviated dimeBsion in this with her original viewpoint.
branch of women's clothing is
Monday
morning_ Reverend
due, we hear to the prevalence Rees of the Epworth Church gave
of hoof and mouth disease a mong t he chapel address . He stressed
the Manchurian silk worms.
the point that young people are
How-so-ever, as far as we're in the period of development and
concerned, the show was a com- that they are expected to prepare
plete success and here's one who themselves for a beneficial life in
will have a ring side seat for the the world. He finished by asking
next display or burst a button in the question, "What are you gothe attempt.
ing to do about it?"

New Ideas On Fashion Show Expressed
·NOTICESBetter Understanding Expected
:-: • • .·-·" N d
:-:
A sister school
distant la nds
Much might be done in the House Parties- All three literary
arne
is the newest thing in the way way of getting a better undersocieties are holding t heir an- By Report er; NoveI Trinumngs
I

ILOGGER ATHLETES
BEAT BElliNGHAM
IN CINDER BATTLE

--The All-College play, "ThirtyNine East" was preseJ?.ted before
a large and appreciative audience
last Friday evening in the Jones
Hall auditorium. This three-act
comedy drama written by Rachel
Crothers, held the interest of the
spectators from start to finish.
Marty ------------Betty Pugh
Pauline Voelker played the part
Judy ---- --- - - ---Alberta Clark
Nurse ____ _______ Ina Coffman of a country girl in New York,
trying to sing herself to fame and
Visitors - ---- -Ina Coffman and
fortune. Her acting created conLona Potucek
siderable
favorable
comment
On Sutton Quadrangle
throughout the house. The male
Following the program in the lead was taken by Wesley Coutts
auditorium the May Fete events who "got" the little country lass.
will begin on Su tton Quadrangle. One of the leading character roles,
Gordon Tatum and the Knights that of Miss MacMasters, a prim
of the Log are arranging for the ' old maid, was very well portrayed
building of the platform neces- by Reitha Gehri, Jean Mudgett, as
sary for the thrones and music. the coquettish widow, Mrs. Smi-th,
The orchestra which will furnish displayed good acting ability. The
the music is composed of Frank- very difficult part of the landiin Johnson, Joe Sayer, Donald lady, Madame De Mailly, was exSearing, Frank Rostedt, Elmer tremely well played by Jane SkewJ'.att!lz:~..O.Ih and Al Gruetter.
. is. James Skewis played the count
The complete program follows: and acted very "count;ish."
Procession of ribbon bearers:
Much Humor
Mary McNerthney, Louise Wilson, , Elizabeth Jones and Alberta
Margaret Hill, Viola Calahan, Ali-. Clark as colored waitresses, and
ce Johnson , Winifred Van Patter, Oscar Frederickson as "Timothy,"
Mildred Meader, Ruth Fadness, the red haired Irishman, provided
Alice Walker, Dorothy Le Sourd, plenty of humor and witty sayJean Mudgett, Louise Swafford, ings. Arthur Poole as the doctor
Inez Johnson, Charlotte Tromer, hall his hands full trying to take
Julia Hauglund, Saima Kennard, care of Mrs. Smith. Thomas DeLorena Huson, Madge Miller, laney acted the p a rt of the policeVera Crail, Mildred Martin, Ethel man to perfection, and brought
Trotter, Margaret Swanson, Doro- down the house when he was patrolling the park. The two darlthy Bowen, and Ruth Mansfield.
ings
of the play, Ina Coffman and
Announcement of the Queen's
Margaret Miller, were sisters, inarrival by the Heralds, Elverton
separable during the entire perStark and Elmer Austin.
forma nee. The role of the negro
The Procession
porter was ably taken by Amos
Procession: Queen Amy Dahl- Booth.
..,
gren; ladies-in-waiting, Jane
Much credit for the success of
Campbell and Alice Rockhill; the play is due p ro f essor H o1duke, Gordon Tatum; children comb for his diligent work in
in the party, Lois Lemon, Virginia coach 1ng
"
Those m
· c h arge o f
1·t.
Emley, Shirley Swayze, Lee Mc- advertisement and s a le of tickets
Kenney, and Ralph Lester Kelly, also deserve commendation.
Jr.
Between acts the Glee Club Or"Dance of the Fireflies" - - ---- chestra played and the Theta Al____ ______ ____ Janice Wilson pha Phi girls sold candy.
Crowning of Queen Amy and
readin g of her proclamation.
SWAYZE IN CH~RGE OF
Song by Women's Glee Club.
HOOVER CAMP A.IGN
Thomas A. Swayze, an alumnus
Ma:rJ~ole Dance, Janice Wilson.
Appearance of the Court Jester, of Puget Sound, made the principal address for Herbert Hoover
F rank Neyhart.
Special credit for their work at the Pierce County Republican
Convention, Saturday.
(Continued on Page Two)

By John Coc.bl'an

Linfield graduate.
A permanent committee to be
known as the "Linfie ld-in-the
Philippines" committee has been
form ed and contributions to the
fund are to be asked from the
student body soon.
In this day of giant mergers
and increased efficiency, why
should the colleges be left behind? There are many advantages
t hat may be had b y such a combine as t he one mentioned above,
especially when they are in such
entirely different environments
and so far apart. Linfield can get
much interGsting and first-hand
information about the Philippines, while they, in turn, can
get a clearer insight into the
affairs of the government and

* * *

New Honorary Is Fraternity
of Social Science; Includes Profs.

Plans Now Nearly
Completed for Annual Affair; vVill
Start in Auditoriun1

Expansion; Advantages
Should Result
people who control h er.

WHEN HE WAS ASKED UPON
HIS RETURN WHETHER THE
NORMAL SCHOOL GIRLS HAD
ANY SUPPRESSED DESIRES,
AMOS BOOTH SAID THAT HE
DIDN'T KNOW FOR SURE, BUT
THAT A GOOD MANY OF THEM
WOULD BE SUPPRESSED IN
TACOMA.

After the track meet t h e gang
(Con tinue d on Page Four)

PIGAMMAMU
LOCATES NEW
CHAPTER HERE

SILVER TROPHY
FOR ALL-AROlTND
WOMAN OFFERED

of college expansion. Linfield
college has led the way by making connections with the Maasin
Institute of the Philippine Islands, started and headed by a

• * *

The freshmen took the rest of
the school "Through the Classes"
yesterday in stud.:nt assembly in
a mixed program under the supervision of Bob Evans, who succeeded apparently iii digging up a
good bit of talent from the green
group.
The program wns entirely musical, including piano., instrumental
and vocal numbers. F1"rst was a
piano duet, "Morning," by Janice
Wilson and Martha DuBois; it was
followed by two trumpet solos by
Wesley Johnson w!~h Emery Franzen at the piano.
The vocal portion of the program came when Thelma Graham,
accompanied by Martha DuBois
sang two little Irish songs. Al
Gruetter closed the morning's entertainment with two piano numbers, one classical and the other
a novelty selectiOit.
The program was the last of the
series presented by the four
<:lasses, as the seniors, juniors
and sophomores had already put
on their performances.

Martha Ann Wilson was the!
Bacllelor of Science
The local chapter is at present
fi"rst to be no t•wed as h avmg
·
sue-··
composea of members of
h
June
t e
cumbed to that "feeling of himefaculty
who
-are
eligible
and
of
Ralph C. Brown
sickness," so often experienced
alumni
who
showed
exceptional
Dorothy Eleanor Henry
by travelers. On the first mornability in the social science studRussell G. Peterson
ing of the journey, she accidenties when they attended this colEsther I!:..arey
ly put her toothbrush into the
lege.
Hereafter new members
Donald Howard Searing
soap dish instead of accumulat-~
will be pledged trom among the
August
ing some tooth paste. The reseniors who have received especNeva Blanche Bailie
sulting disagreeable taste remindially excellent grades in soed her so distinctly of the time Bachelor of Arts in Education
ciology, political science, history,
June (or times) her mother washed
biology, etc.
Charles Ashley Parker
her mouth out with soap, that she
The membership at present inEdith Beth Ramsey
was tempted to board the next
eludes Dr. Samuel Wier, Senator
August
train bounc! for Tacoma.
Davis, Prof. Topping, Prof. Slater,
Wade Hampton C.alavan
(Continued on ·Page Two)
(Continued on Page Two)
Ba-chelor of Arts
June
FURNITURE STORES
Elmer
Edward
Beckman
VISITED
Lois ·Marie Berringer
Genevieve Bitney
Members of the class of inDora Anne Burrill
terior decorating were visitors
Robert B. Burrows
at a number of furniture stores
Kappa Alpha Theta recently
Jane Lewis Campbell
in the city. The purpose of their
gave to the college a silver cup
Amy Maria Dahlgren
visit was to gain information
for the most all-around woman in
Grace Elizabeth Eddy
concerning the cost of furnishing
school. It includes scholarship,
Ruth Anna Dively
a five-room home. One of the seservice, and womanliness. This
Russell Lawrence Eierman
mester assignments of this course
is open to every woman in school.
Edward G. Ernst
is the making of a budget for
• She will be selected by a comRuth Theryne Fadness
furnishing a five-room house
mittee chosen from the faculty
(Continued on Page Two)
with $3000.
and he r name engraved on the
cup and presented at commencement. Should any w oman win
the cup three years in succession
she will be allowed to keep it.
• •

The Loggers were all prepared
to bring home the bacon, having
been well=trained and hardened
by a steady diet of "track meet,"
served at the :o~al• high schools.

Some of the men went to a da(sh! censored) while on the trip.
Don Darrow approached a beautiful damsel and said: "May I enoy the next?"
"Surely," responded the fair
young thing, "if you can find a
partner."

Last of Series

PRICE FIVE CENTS

THE PUGET SOUNb TltA.IL
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ATTEND LECVAN VECHTEN NEW HEAD
HENRY HEADS 'j·
i.
RILEY'S WORKS GAMMAS
!FROSHPLAN
TURE FOR MEETING
OF LAMBDA CHI
ADVERTISERS
1
BIG PICNIC Lambda Sigma Chi sorority FEATURED AT Delta Alpha Gamma attended · Y M OFFICERS J Don't Forget I
.
the art exhibit and lecture of
LIT PROGRAM Hans
t·....-·-----1 GreenofCap
.
I
Class to Have Day elected officers for next year at
Kollar at Fishers last'Wed- Dean Lemon Continues Series I
Fun; Game to Be
the meeting held Wednesday eveOf Discussions
f You can fmd a 1l of f
PATRO~'IZE

I

TRAIL

1

This generation at any

I

- rate needs pure whole1some food-and we have
J it

for everybody.

i

I

Did

Come in and taste the
difference

ning at Martha Ann Wilson's
home. The officers are: president,

Grace Van Vechten.' vice- president, Martha Ann Wilson ·, secretary, Verna McCaulay,· treasurer,
Elizabeth Jones; inter-sorority
r~presentative, Evelyn Bjorkman;
historian, Dorothy Ruth Scott;
A aig time is promised the
!
corresponding secretary, Martha
1 frosh, with eats, boat races, foot DuBois; and editor, Dorothy Ralraces and as a big climax, some er·gh. A revote wr·ll b~ held for
1
o
of the tennis challenge matches
the office of conductress.
that the sophs have issued will
probably be played at this t ime.
Novel refreshments were servetl by the hostess and Evelyn
The boat races, while final Bjorkman-rice cakes which they
plans have not been made, will brought from China town in San
consist of sprints and endurance Francisco.
races. These races will ··be for
boys as well as girls and will be
held with regulation Pt. Defiance
boats.
Foot races will be held. These
(Continued from Page One)
also will be for ooys and girls.
There probably will be freak irr connection should go to Marie
races, such as three-legged races Tromer, general chairman, and
and so forth.
t he members of her committee,
Other plans will be made by Lucille Davenport, Elmer Aust1n,
the committee, of which John Gordon Tatum, Elverton Stark,
O'Connor heads, as soon as pos- Amy Dahlgren, Alice Rockhill,
·bl
Jane Campbell and MUdry Sluth.
Sl e.
The special committee for advertising included Mildry Sluth,
Main 4978
Douglas Babcock, Peggy CampSMITH FLOWER SHOP
bell, Frances Martin, Naomi RobA. G. Seamons, Prop.
erson, Virginia Scanlon, Ernestine
F lowers for Everything and
Goff, and Vera Crail.
Everybody

i

you know our food is
"Taylor-Made"

I

Played

The class of '31 will celebrate
with a big picnic and carnival
of events at Point Defiance some
afternoon about the second or
third week of May.

IR~~~~;;~~. I

~

l

Vega Banjos
Martin Band
Instruments
Leedy Drums
May Bell Banjo
Ukes
Everything in
:uusical

Merchandise

PLANS FOR MAy
DAy PROGRESS

Cor. 9th and Broadway

WOJIIEN Wffi_L___
STAGE ~IAYPOLE

913 Broadway

Fountain, Candy, Lunches
Dinner

Mahneke & Co.
0

Jewelers

~

I

I1

Bennett Typewriter Co.

Rebnilt Typewriters all Makes
Rented, Sold Exchanged,
and Repaired
IMain 1474
924 Pacific Ave.

Since 1883

i

I
I

·:·1-1:1-~~tl-~·:·

WAKE UP

919

Broadway

Morning- Noon- Night
Another new
HitillLTON'S BAR

t---n-u-u---.w---...-u-o-~a-n-n--~-----T

!

1

i
!

I

l

BRING US YOUR SNAPSHOTS
Same Day Service

!

DEVELOPING AND PRINTING

.

All Work Guaranteed

II Shaw Supply Co.
INCORPORATED

ii

j
1015 Pacific Ave.
j
+-- N-toJ-u- - . • -n_.-n- a-n-u-n-q-u- -u-a- n-.--•+

Sixth Avenue District
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FRED JENSEN
Men's and Boys' Shop
2716 Sixth Avenue
T acoma, V>Tash .

~

I+·-------·----~~·--~+

i

Delicatessen

i

Coffee Cake Our Specialty
We Serve Soft Drinks
Phone Main 3121

:
•1

~ Lunch
Ice Crea=
~ j 6TH AND KAY BAKERY

§

~ =
!

::
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We'll Meet You at

LEONARD'S
(Formerly Gosser's)
THE GANG WILL ALL BE
THERE
Corner of Sixth & State

HOYT'S LUNCH

SUN DRUG CO.
Expert Drugmen
6th at Anderson

The best Cup of Coffee on earth
Sixth Avenue at Prospect
Home of the famo11s Hoyt
Doughnut

M. 646

Eastman Kodaks
Conklin Pens and Pencils

""~.1%
We Do
Shoe Re-building
Satisfaction
and
Service
Guaranteed

The C. P. S Barbers
Bobs Any Style
6th Avenue arber Shop
Bill Farrell
Cor 6th Ave. & Steele

The Firefly a nd e_!?thetic dance
will be rendered by Margaret
Alleman, Mabel Bennett, Katharine Larson, Betty Martin, Portia
Miller, Minabel Stephens, Margaret Van W inkle, Mary Westcott,
and Isabelle Moore.

53 SENIOR TO
GET DEGREES
(Continued from Page One)
Ralph William Frank
Alice Eliza beth Gartrell
Will H. Guilford
Kathryn Hammerly
Franklin Ernest· Johnson
Signe Marie Johnson
Bernadine Kennard
Howard William Larkin
Miriam Ruth Mon roe
Ansel Nye
Beth Louise Pierre
Sam Frank Pugh
Alice Rockhill
John VVorden Sharp
Torrey Haines Smith
Cath erine Strahorn
David Samuel Taff
Gordon Edward Tatum
Winifred Mae Van Patter
Preston Farquhar Wright
Ba-chelor of Arts
August
Alvar Jacob Beck
Sallie Brooke
LeRoy Milton Browning
William Leo Durkee
Dale F. Ginn
Douglas Hendel
Vivian Maybelle Kruzner
Haz ~l

·~ :· Frederick Dean Drug Co. ·~ ·
Professional Pharmacists
I
Free Delivery
I
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For Service that Satisfies

-

Dewey Can Sw·e Cut Hair.
He Knows How

Sixth Ave. and Fife St.

-

608 No. Pine on 6th Avenue
-

Pugh as the young married
couple, all presen ted interesting
and true-to-life characterizations
of Riley's characters of the fam-

. Upon arriving in Sacramento, _
932 Broadway
J
they desired to first appease •••
.
their hunger, and went at once • .-~--...------......~--·!·
to take "Breakfast at Hotel de

ily.
Harold Bergerson and Alice
Rockhill sang solos a nd a trio
of "young ladies of the fmaily,"
Genevieve Bitney, Frances Martin
and Alice Rockhill also sang
several good numbers. Franklin
Johnson played a violin solo with
Grace Van Vechten accompanying.
Janice Wilson also accompanied
during the evening.
Betty Martin as the scared old
negro butler, was quite amusing.
Amos Booth, Al trurian, was
chairman of the evening with
Leonard Unkefer, Philo, chaplain.
Each of the societies held a business meeting after the program
in the auditorium.

Depot." It was all quite informal, _
only two courses were _ served!
BE PREPARED
THE DEPENDABLE
i
orange juice and orange peel.
JEWELER
!
Friday evening, the three delKEEP
egates attended their first ses257 So. 11th. St.
MENTALLY ALERT!
slon at the conference, that of · · · - - · · ·
the Pre-Convention meeting. At
READ THE LEDGER
this time an opportunity was
AT BREAKFAST
"Have Your Eyes
affor<!_ed the students to get acqualnted with one another and to
A REAL :MENTAL
Examined
meet the leaders of the convenTONIC
tion. Definite organization was
effected and plans were made
for the following eleven days.
Mrs. Hanna, national YWCA president, presided.
1500 Present
955 Com. St.
Wash.
There were present at the con- Tacoma
ven tion 1500 women r epresenting all the branches of YWCA
~~~
work. It has often been the mis~;;~~~SE: . . . . . . . . . . . ..
taken belief that only students
have a part in this nation-wide
.organization but the fact that
Because our Rock Dell Brand stands for the highest
the majority of the delegates
quality, you will always enjoy good food if you will
were either business, professional t remember to ask for "Rock Dell" when buying canned
or industrial women should aid t fruits and vegetables.
in eliminating this fallacy.
GROCERY COMPANY
One of the outstanding features
of the convention was International Evening, when women from
foreig n countries l ed the discussions. A greater realization of
the extent of the YWCA in other

skit were members of the family.
Each member and visiting relative gave bits of Riley's works
as part of the evenings conversation.

Senator Davis, popular instructor in history here, has had a
busy we.~k. Besides meeting both
day a nd evening classes, he has
been meeting with other memhers of a committee to decide the
winner of an essay contest for
adults on the subject of "Better Homes." The park board, of
which he is a member, met Monday and made plans for the improvement of the newly acquired
Titlow Beach property. In addition he has been appointed a
member of a committee wliich
will work to get a Fort-Lewis-toBremerton road built through
. the city via Union Avenue. Also
the Senator has been invited to
speak at the commencement exercises at Toledo.

(Continued from Page One)
Prof. Frederick, Prof. Seeck,
Prof. Battin, Mr. Sprague, Dean
Blanche W. Stevens, Prof. Hanscom, Erma Coffman, E. Paul
Todd, R. Lester K elly, Alice Oksn ess, Harlan Leathe rwood, Eleanor Kenrick, Dr. A. G. Nace, H.
H . Garretson, R. E . Cook, Frank
Brooks, Marcia Edwards and
Helen Gieger.
Slater Named President
Three of these, 1ftas Gieger and
Professors Topping and Slater,
had already been elected as members at large by Pi Gamma Mu.
The officers elected included
Garretson, vice president ; Marcia
Edwards, secretary, and Professor
Topping and Dr. Weir, members
of the Executive Council of which
the officers are also members.
The purpose of the new group
is to encourage undergraduate
interest in the scientific study of
the social sciences.
_
•!••
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Everything for

Tennis Players

I

WOMEN BACK
FROM SOUTH

2715 No. 21st
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The
Tacoma Daily
Ledger
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News stories are brief, to
the point. ~ou can find
what you are looking for
quickly.
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CHAS.GREEN
OPTICAL CO.

15c Per Week
Daily and Sunday
Broadway 2244
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nations was felt

Y.OUN~LOVE

I

by everyone

Sherman,Jray & Co.
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I
Wins Her
I
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Fashionables Prefer
The School Ensemble
Sweater and Skirt
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- Clever skirts of silk crepe, wool crepe and flannel in tans, blue, green, navy and white, priced
$6.95.
- At Tacoma's Own Store.
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when delegates from China, JaTrumpets
Cornets
pan,
Mexico,
Canada,
South
America, Russia, Australia and
Saxoplwnes
Trombones
elsewhere told of the progress
that is being made in their native
lands.
The principal objective of the
convention was the adoption of
928-30 Broadway
a new national YWCA purpose.
Women students have for more
than eigh t years believed that
0
the former statemen t did not
adequatel y express their true purpose. Since a revised statement of
purpose would affect women of
other YWCA branches, it was
necessary to convince them of its
desirability. This was finally accomplis hed; the new national purpose reads as follows:
New Creed
"VVe, the m embership of the
YWCA, unite in a desire to re·:·~~~·:·
allze a full and creative life
through a growing knowledge of r·--------------------------------------- ------------ --------------------1
God.
"We determine to have a part
in making this life possible for
all people.
"In this task we seek to understand Jesus, and to follow Him."
~ TACOMA'S OWN STORE ~
l
Many inspiring messages were
:
l
delivered by nationally promi- •
l
:
nent men and women.
•I
I
Miss Erma Coffman, a graduate :
of this school, and who was a •
:
national officer in the student •
•
YW last year, also attended the :•
convention with the Puget Sound •
•l
delegates.
•••
Following the close of the con- •
•I
vention Friday afternoon, the trio •
•
- One can confidently expect to draw admiring
journeyed to Oakland, Callf.,
glances and comment from the male of the
where they visited the campus of •
species if togged out in a smart sports ensemble
•
•
Milla College. On the way home •
of sweater and skirt.
l
•
••
they stopped at San Francisco •
•
to see the Gol den Gate Park and •
- The most delectable slip-on blouse sweaters in •l
to make a short trip throu gh
rose, flesh, nile, maize, orchid and white, high- ••
Chinatown. The University of •
lighted with rayon, priced at $3.50.
••l
California was also visited.
•
l

1
1_

I
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•
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BARBER SHOP

I
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CAMPUS GETS
NEW HONORARY

I s::~:::s

TEXT BOOKS

1

SENATOR DAVIS
HAS FULL WEEK
\V"l-T-II 'rYlliE'PINGS

DEWEY'S
2715 No . 21st

I

Characterizations Good
Robert Evans and Esther Rarey
as father and mother gave intereating readings especially adapted to the characters they were
portraying. Betty Pugh, John
O'Conner and Mildred Simpsin
as small daughter, small son and
grandmother, respectively, and
Wilma Zimmerman and Sam

--Featuring the works of James
Whitcomb Riley, noted American
poet, the second joint meeting
of the three literary clubs was
held in the auditorium Monday
night.
Th
e program· given in an entirely different, but interesting
manner was thoroughly enjoyed
by the rather large audience.
The scene -was laid in the
parlor of an old-fashioned home
and the characters in the little

Professor Slater, pcmlidtmt; H. H.

Franklin Charles Peterson
Edith Soper
Helen Regina Stancer
Helen Gertrude Wittine

The Metropolitan Park Board,
of
which Senator Davis is a
12612 6th Ave. Phone M 27261
member, m et Monday afternoon
~ •)~~- c -~•:• for their reg ular monthly session.
They discussed a number of big
plans for the development of
Tacoma. Work will begin at once
on the making of a park, similar
! to the one at Point Defiance, at
Titlow beach.

We deliver the Goods

SHU-FIX

The May Festival will be a
great success as far as the part
put on by the women's athletic
department is co~cerned. In addition to the regular Maypole, a
Firefly dance will also be staged.
Practices for these dances are
held twice a week.
Those taking part in the Maypole are: Margaret Alleman, Theo
Barwick, Ruth Christy, Mabel
Bennett, Lillian Boyd, Margaret
Cheney, ]lfary DuBois, Martha
DuBois, Marie Helmer, Katherine Larson, Betty Martin, Portia
Miller, Esther Mathie, Mabel Miller, Edna Muzzy, Rosalie Robbins,
Doro.thy Raleig h, E llen Stensrud,
Jl.finabel Stephens, Mildred• Simpson, Margaret Van Winkle, Mary
Westcott, Geraldine Whit"l!!.Ql:oth.
Helen Williams, Isabelle Moore,
and Alberta Clark.-

I

nesday afternoon.
--lj
Your
Mr. Kollar is the head of a
Fred Henry was elected presifamous art school in Austria.
dent of YMCA for the next year ~o:
at the meetr·n·g Tuesday • to comnlete t he selection of offr·cers
"'
·
and Supplies
Dean Allan c. Lemon continued _
the ·series of talks he is giving,
HERE
with an interesting discussion on
(Conttnued From Page1 ) f
_
" Doubt." Next meeting he is
For the- first day or so, all scheduled to continue his series.
three women kept the porter lr•t
Installation of next year's offi- ~11 •
·
t0
t th · •
•
•
era Y JUmpmg,
err cers will also be held next meet926
p acif.IC AVC.
-~
r execu e
A
·
endless and pecu rar requests. t ing since it was postponed at
last, however, that gentleman did Tuesday's meeting due to the •:•
••
not seem particularly anxious to absence of Franklin Peterson,
follow directions, and hesitated. present head of the organization.
Evelyn Bjorkman diagnosed the
case in a flash, and the total
GYSIN IS DELEGATE
sum of 15 cents was nrescribed. FRED
·
""
Astonishing though it may seem,
Fred Gysin, junior, was one
there was an immediate effect, of the four del egates from his
·and perfect harmony was enjoyed precinct at the recent Republican
throughout the rest of the trip.
county convention. Tom Swayze,
Puget Sound Alumnus, made the
Tunnel Dirt
principal speech presenting HerThe thrilling experience Of
passing through a tunnel has long bert Hoover's name before the
FffiST with the LATEST
convention.
been anticipated by each of the
women. They entered as three - -- - - - - - - - - - - dignified college students, but •il•
·~·~·
MORNING NEWS
·
BURNETT BROS •
upon emergrng,
t h ey were ac t u- ~IS FRESHER
ally mistaken for AI Jolson and
Pay ® as Y011 are paid
the porter.
.
L d'
l

Literary Societies Hold Joint
Meeting Monday; New Tradit1•0 n Established

- Third Floor.
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Advisor
Editor

SPORTS STAFF
Douglas Hendel
George Tibbits

WATCH OUR TEAM IN THE

Assistants:
Harwood Tibbits, Thomas Dodgson, John Cochran, Evel~ Bjorkman

RELAY CARNIVAL
----- ----------------=P--:-A-:G:-:E:-:T;::H:::R~E-;:E

THE PUGET SOUND TRAIL

SLOW PROGRESS
TOURNAMENT
MAROON HAS
WOMEN'S SPORT NOTES
With the SPORT EDITOR GOOD RECORD
MADE IN TENNIS OPENED WITH
Despite old Jupe Pluvus' peraggregation takes delight in huntIN
CARNIVALS
sistent efforts to keep tennis enTWO MATCHES
TENNIS
The season for relay meets is now on. This form of track ening arrows for the fair sex so that

gagement is in high favor among the fans of sportdom mainly because
the element of teamwork adds thrills and interest to the races. A
meet in which both field and track events are held may become uninteresting due to the time taken in the more or less slow field contests.
The relay carnival does away with the shot, discus, jumps, etc. except
in a very few exceptions. The exception is usually some star who bas
been invited to demonstrate how the event should be done. This hOlds
the attention of the spectators and is really a good drawing eard.
This form of meet was started by the University of Pennsylvania
and now has the largest number of entries of any of the numerous
carnivals. In a short time Drake University adopted the relay plan,
.the first in the middle west. Nine years ago the Universi ty of Washington held its first relay meet, which since that time has been an
annual affair .
The washington races have more than just ordinary interest for
students of the College of Puget S?und for teams representing the
college are entered. In the past the men of the college have made
a good record and it is expected that an excellent showing will be
made this year.
As the meet is held in Seattle there is no reason why on May
5 students of the College of Puget Sound should not be well represented to cheer their teams to victory.
Sunshine should help in the
tennis tournament. The players
have been kept off the courts
because of the recent cloudbursts
and deluges.

There have been quite a number of the fellows chasing around
the local golf courses lately. Maybe a tournament would be interesting to these men who find
pleasure in divot digging.
For two years the Logger
trackmen have come home victorious from dual meets. Not a
bad record for any team. The
conference championship would
be a good thing to top this list
of wins with.

Choose your Druggist as ca.re:l'ully as your Doct()r

PROCTOR PHARMACY
W. P. Ragsdale
Phone Proctor 571

HINZ-FLORIST

Fourteen men took the trip to
Bellingham. This is about the
largest squad that has traveled
for Puget Sound to any track
meet. The bigger the better.

Distinctive Flowers
For all Occasions
Store and Greenhouse
So. 7th & Kay Sts. Main 2656

·

The editorial in last weell:'s
·1·
·1 issue should have been written
l
Jewelers
a month ago. That discussion
i Watch and Jewelry Repairing about the weather brought five
a Specialty
days of sunshine. Could this be
1133 Broadway Phone Main 75! possible?
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Funeral Directors
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Sport Togs
Our stock is most complete in sweaters, knickers
and golf hose.

Davis' Men's Shop

I

944 Pacific Ave.
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SAN CLARE
(No Cover Charge)
Tacoma Avenue at North First
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When the ninth annual University of Washington relay carnival is held next Saturday it will
be the sixth time that teams representing the College of Puget
Sound have entered.
In 1923, the year the Loggers
made their debut, the medley
team broke the tape in the Class
B race. The team, Jess Mathis,
Don Wellman, Bob Weisel and
Ted Upton, led the field all the
way and started the Loggers on
what has since been a fairly good
track record.
The year of 1924 was not so
good, as only a third place could
be cinched. The men had little
chance to train, for on the old
campus the track just wasn't.
Harley Notter, "Dutch" Allerdice
and the lettermen, Weisel and
Upton, ran. This year a mile
relay team entered, but was unable to place high.
In 19 2 6, for the second time
in succession, the medley team
lost.
Sam Pugh, Mark White,
Lorin Lindstrom and the veteran
Upton ran. Upton was a. ta.st
distance man, one of the best
that ever attended Puget Sound.
Luck changed for the Maroon
and White mainly because some
h
The
fast men were in sc oo 1.
1926 team members were Onie
Hannus, White, "Red" Tatum
and Minard Fassett. The men,
by virtue of a win, brought home
a plaque, which hangs in the
library.
With two members ot the
winning relay team of the year
and two new speedsters, the Loggers cleaned the track in the
medley in 1927. Don Darrow,
Doug Hendel, Tatum and Fassett
made up the quartet. A mile
rel;;.y team was entered and
placed second. Darrow also entered the 100-yard dash event
for Class B colleges.
This year with the same men
in school who ran last year, the
medley event should come the
Loggers' way again. As it now
appea:cs, the medley team of the
University of British Columbia
will be strong.
Puget Sound's record in the
medley race has been exceptionally good and with on~ or two
fast quarter milers, the Loggers
should cop the mile race.

l COLLEGE WILL

WE WANT YOUR PATRONAGE
If High Quality Merchandise, Lowest possible Prices,
Fair Dealing and Service will get it We Can Count on
You for a Customer

MERRICK & RACE
CREDIT JEWELERS
Two Stores at Your Service
254 Eleventh St.
1201 Pacific Ave.

By Harwood Tibbits
On May 2, Puget Sound tangles
with St. Martin's College on the
home field in the interesting pastime known as baseball.
The
Saints have in the past few years
had some mighty fine baseball
squads and this year is no exception. They seem to take to baseball as ducks do to water.
Their superiority, if there is any
will be on the mound. The Logger nine this year s hows plenty
of promise if they can only get
some 1\ractice between 13howers
and downpours. There has been
just one thing lacking so tar and
that is student body s uvport. Let's
start things going May 2.

McCORMACK BROS.
BROADWAY and THIRTEENTH STS.

The summer suit for the
young man
or the summer dress for the

PATRONIZE
TRAIL ADVERTISERS

McCORMACK BROS.
Styles guaranteed correct and
pnces always lowest

The Freshman A team took the
cricket game from the upperclassmen Thursday noon. Mildred Martin, cavtain, starred for
the losing team. For the Freshmen, Mar Hill, Margaret Van
tinkle, and Mabel Miller made
ten runs in a stretch, which is
the highest a player can make at
one time. Mamie Baker also
played well in the position of
pitcher. The final score was
53-24.
A's Beat B's
The Freshman A team captured a close game !rom the Freshman B's, Wednesday. The final
score was 3 3-31. At the end of
the 6th inning, the score was
32-22, in favor of the winners;
the B team rallied and crept up
in the last inning to within one
point of the conquerors.
Betty Martin is captain of the

Logger Cinder Men Take
Practice Affair From
High School
The College of Puget Sound
track squad took the long end
of a one-sided practice meet
from Lincoln High School last
Friday afternoon by a score of
8 8-3 4. in spite of the fact that
the Puget Sound liQuad was
handicapped by the absence of
Don Darr ow, sprint ace and pole
vaulter, whose loss cost the college many points.
Tatum, Booth and Hendel Star
Tatum, Booth, and Hendel led
the Loggers' acru1ng column, the
former gathering in tour firsts
and the others two apiece. Tatum
ran nice race11 in the 100- and
220-yard da~thes to take those
events from Schreiber, Lincoln
High School star. Hendel galloped to the front in the half and
mile, not being in danger during
any part of the runs. Booth surprised the gallery by taking the
discus event from John Garnero,
Northwest Conference champ.
~ Summary :
100-yard dash- Tatum, C. P . S.
first; Schrieber, Lincoln, second;
Berry, Lincoln, third. Time 10.4
seconds.
Pole vault-Fox, Lineoln, tir11t;
Mo~her, C. P. S., and McCullough,
Lincoln, tied for aecond place.
Height 11 feet.
220-yard dash-Tatum, C. P.
S., first; Schreiber, Lincoln, tecond; Grave&, C. P . B., third.
Time 23.8 seconda.
120-yard hurdles-Booth, C. P.
S., first; Moaher, C. P. S., eecond; Slenes, Lincoln, third. Time
19 seconds.

announced Tuesday by Mrs. W a Inwright as follows:
Freshman A-Viola Van Patter,
Edna Muzey, Dorothy Raleigh,
Betty Martin, Isabelle Moore,
Thea Barwick, Mary Du Bois, Julia
Hauglund; subs-Margaret
Cheney, Katharine Larson, Marthat Du Bois.
Freshman B-Margaret HUl,
Mary Westcott, Mamie Baker, Mabel Miller, Margaret Van Winkle,
Ernie Qoff, Janice Wilson, Minabel Stephens; subs-Ellen Stensrud, Helen Ritchie, Thelma Graham.
Sophomore Team Margaret
Alleman, Mabel Bennett, Martha
Hawkaw.orth, Mad.ge Miller, Evelyn Bjorkman, Theresa Maruca,
Ruby Moos, Margaret Swanson,
and Grace Link, substitute.
There are just enough upJU!rclassmen turning out to form a
team. They are: Mildred Martin,
Marie Ernst, Ruth Fadness, Frances Martin, Margaret Rosmond,
Verna McCaulay, and Pauline Voelker.
The ached ule Is as follows:
April 26! Frosh A vs. Ft'osh B.
April 26: Upperclass vs. Frosh

one-hal:l' mile run-Handel, C.
P . S., first; Eshelman, C. P. S.,
second; Fawcett, Lincoln, third.
Time 2 : 13.6.
Discus throw-Booth, C. P. S.,
first; Garnero, C. P. S., second;
Darrow, C. P. S., third. Dilitance
109 teet 4 inches.
HO-yard duh-Tatum, C. P.
S., first; Graves, C .P. S., 11econd; Rhodes, c. P. 8., third.
Time 66.2.

High

jump~Tatum,

C. F. 8.,

OH BOYIII
Those delicious sandwiches and m.ilkshakes as ouly can be
served by the

JACK O'LANTERN
Next to Blue Mouse Theatre
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Under Pantages Theatre
10 Chairs--Prompt Service
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''It pays to look well"
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Suitary Barber Shop

Made by
FASSETT &; CO.
Tacoma, Wash .

Yo u can buy

ARCHERY
Archery is proving to be a popular sport, to the men as well as
to the women. In fact, the male

Maddox-Raymond
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2215 6th Ave.
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Carrying a Complete line
of Quality Groceries
Come to us
We enjoy Serving You
Also home baked Pies & Cakes

15th and Anderson
a-~ -

a-

Main 580
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We can supply all your wants
with our famous line of sporting goods.

I

The Lucky Dog Line

!

I

Stone's Grocery i
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FUNERAL HOME

Shop

For Appointments Call
i\L-\JN 8016

D. &M.
HENRY MOHR. HDW. CO.
1141-42 Broadway

j

l\Iain 3643
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Prosperity and Suc~ess to the College of Puget Sound

American Plumbing & Steam Supply Co.
1908 Pacific Ave.

CALIFORNIA FLORISTS
ALL KINDS OF PLANTS AND CUT FLOWERS
The Best Quality at the Most Reasonable Price
919 Pacific Ave.
Main 7732

fiF============================;rn

Porter-Cummings Company
"Home of the Better Grade 2-Pants Suit"
Collegiate Styles Our Specialty
Phone Main 2218
934 Pacific Ave.
TACOMA
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Lincoln high won the mile reJay, with each man of the six
winning one lap. The Lincoln
team composed of Barry, Michel,
Fawcett, Collins, Wise and Schreiber. The College of Puget Sound
team was Booth, Hannus, Wallace, Graves, Purvis and Tatum.

'
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A.

Mosher, C. P. S., thi.rd. Height
5 feet 8 inches.
Broad jump--Doty, Lincoln,
and Purvis, C. P. S., tied tor
ffrst place; Mosher, C. P. S.,
second. Distance 19 feet 1 inch.
220-yard low hurQles-Hannus,
C. P. S., first; Myhre, Lincoln,
second; Pederson, Lincoln, third.
Mile run- Handel, C. P. S.,
first; Fasset, C. P. S., second;
Brittain, Lincoln, third. Time

STUDENTS

r. ~~E!~~:iii. .l

April 27: Sophs vs. Frosh A.
April 3"0: Upperclass vs. Frosh
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they might in turn try their skill.
We have not yet seen any rivals
of William Tell or Robin Hood
among them, however.
Archery teams, composed of
four women from each class will
be chosen by competition within
the classes. The freshmen will
have two teams. The sophomore
tryouts will be held May 18. Ma!Jel
Bennett and Margaret Alleman
have been showing up well from
that class.
The frosh will try out May 21.
The sport is new to most of the
first ye ar women, but they are expected to show up well
May 23 will see the upperclass
team picked.
Miiared Martin
stands a good chance of making
the team.
The interclass tournament will
be held at noon on June 4 with
a good audience expec.ted. It is
an interesting sport, and not as
easy as it looks, as some of the
men can testify, and is doubly difficult outside, as the wind must
be allowed for.

and Mabel Bennett play Martha WIEGEL CAl\'DY CO.'S BARS
AT THE CO?tDIONS
Hawksworth and Evelyn Bjork- c,....,.,.....,.....,..._~..,.....,.,-....,..
....0#4"'*~
man. Betty Martin and Dorothy
Raleigh, and Viola Van Patter and
Mamie Baker compose the freshman teams.
The champions of each class op~
Service while you wait.
E
pose the champions of each other
Tacoma~
class. The varsity doubles team ~ 311% So. 11th St.
will be chosen from this group.

B.

May 2: Sophs vs. Frosh B
May 4: Upperclass vs. Sophs.
In case it rains May 3 so that
the May Festival must be postponed until the 4th, the last game
will be played May 3.
Following cricket, baseball will
have ita inning. The frosh turn
out May 8, and the sophs and upperdassmen May 10. There will
be only two teams. One will be
composed of freshm en, and the
other of sophomores and upperShotput-Garnero, C. P. S., classmen. A series of three games
first; Grave1, C. P. S., eecond; will be played outdoors, May 24,
Fox, Lincoln, third. Distance 43
and
.
29
31
feet 8 inches.

first; Dreibelbis, Lincoln, second;

.

The first round in the women's
singles tennis tourney has been
played off, and the second will be
finished next week.
Those emerging victorious and
the next matches then must play
are: Rosalie Ro"bbins vs. Martha
Hawksworth; Mable Bennett vs.
Margaret Alleman; Mildred Martin vs. Dorothy Raleigh; Betty
Martin vs. Margaret Hill; Margaret Van Winkle, bye.
Interest is growing as the
matches are run off. It has been
predicted that Margaret Alleman,
last year's champion, will again
take the crown, but it is not -cer tain. Betty Martin, freshman, is
a threat, and possibly some of the
upperclassmen have developed
since last spring. Before this paper went to press Margaret Alleman defeated Mabel Bennett in a
close match. Most of the games
so far have been rather easy, judging from the scores, but all strong
players ar-e left, and close games
are expected.
The first round of the doubles
matches must be played off by
1.
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young lady
can be satisfactorily purchased at

Mrs. Wainwright Announces
Schedule and Personnel
Of Teams

and Margaret Van Winkle
PUGETSOUND A's
May
In the junior division,
heads the B's.
Mildred Martin and Rosalie RobTRACK STARS Following a short practice sea- bins meet Pauline Voelker and
the cricket tournament was Lucile Philips, and in the sophoBEAT LINCOLN son,
begun this week. The teams were more group, Margaret Alleman

. . ·+! PLAY RANGERS
Teams to Tangle May 2 On
Home Field

•

thusiasts oft the courts, some few
matches have been played.
Most of the leaders have been
successful in maintaining their
positionli. Bill La.w has advanced
to ninth place after a win over
Reginald Stixrude, and Bruce
Johnson haa claimed tenth polil·
tion by virtue of defeatln~ Fred
Henry. Franklyn Neyhart has
successfully defended his position against Smith and Cochran,
and Cochran against Smith. Smith
has turned back Law and Stl.xrude to maintain his ranking.
The first three places are still
undecided between t~e three
lettermen, Bob Johnson, Darrel
Thomas, and Franklin Johnson
who are conducting an elimination tourney among themselvet
to decide thelr positions.
Play has been etimulated by
the tentative announcement that
a trip may be taken to Oregon.
It is hoped that meeting!! with
Ree_d, Willamette, Pacific and
Linfield may be arranged.

College Has Entered Teams
Five Times; Copped First
In Medley Twice
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MORE RESPECT DUE OUR PRESIDENT
It has been suggested that a few choice seats should always be reserved at college functions and performances for
President Todd and his friends. Also at any chapel peri od,
or whenever Dr. Todd does not sit on the stage. At the allcollege play last Friday evening Dr. Todd came in with his
party, and it was particularly noticeable that they could only
portant thingE
find poor places high in the gallery._ It may seem an unimportant thing to establish, but we feel th at it would only
show the respectful attitude due the president of our college.
-E. l\1.

JUSTA WORD
\Ve wish, in this editorial, to offer our thanks to those
who helped so much in furnishing materials for the All-College Play of tlJls year, and e:specially to St. Leo's High School.
From St. Leo's stage have come practically all the equipment and stage settings used at the college-in the past three
years. Two all-college plays, several series of one act
dramas and other performances of the dramatic department
of the college have been housed in sets which belong to the
local hiah school. They have always been willing to cooperate, hav~ given the college anythin~ needed which they ha?,
have never complained when their sets were damaged m
any. ·way while at the college.
Stadium and Lincoln High schools have also helped materially in the success of pa~t productions by loaning drops
and other stage equipment when it was n eeded.
The college appreciates this courtesy, and ~t is the h~pe
of The Trail that in future years we may reciprocate With
favors of a· like nature. It is the purpose of any college to
be of service to the community in which it is located, and we
have sometimes felt that Puget Sound could do more along
that line than it has in the past.
,
I

IT MUST BE SO
Teacher: "Wise men hesitate, fools are certain."
Frosh: "Are you sure?"
Teacher: "I'm certain."
''I bumped my crazy bone."
"Oh, well, comb your hair down over it and it won't
-The Olympus
show."

HONORARIES AT FROSH RELATES
ODD FORMULAE
PUGET SOUND
(An Editoi·ial)
a

Let's Beat

Dean Lemon, S:Peaking before
gathering of Iota Tau, local

journalism honorary mad e the
remark that one thing that the
College of Puget Sound needed
was the formation of more "such"
orgaruzations . The Dean went on
to explain the "such" by saying
that while he thought there was
too much emphasis being laid on
active groups, t here were not
enou g h that held previous performance as their standard for
m embership.
With this idea we are in entire
accord. There are too many literary soci eties, clubs, fraternities,
and the like for which the only
requisite to m embership is the
showing of a polite interest. It is
the appearance, every now and
then, of another one Of these
upon the campus that leads the
knowing ones to remark that the
College of Puget Sound is "overorganized." All of these groups
call for active work, and a great
strain is laid upon their officers.
On the other hand, there are
too few that offer members hip
as the result of meritorious work
done in speci al lines. Such are
a n ins piration f or excellence, and
provide a goal for which the
freshman and sophomore can
s trive.

Boston. According to statistics
recently compiled by a national
1

collegiate adver tising agency, the
Boston University News, edited
and published ·by the students of
the journalism classes at Boston
University, has the largest paid
·
1 t · n of any college weekly
Circu a 10
in the country.
The News, which is an eightpage papei:, has a circulation of

MARRIAGE A LA
LINDSEY FAILS
TO GAIN VOTES

TRANSITION

It i s to be expected that when
a freshman turns in his green cap,
Revision or study courses for
there is to follow within a short the first two years of college has
Ib
d b th f
lt
f th
duration some disclosure of his een ma e Y
e acu Y 0
e
.'
.
University of Oregon, after nearly
added mtelllgence. One of the a year's work. The original 1msuperh eated frosh with the spirit petus to the academic reorganizaof St. Vitus discovered during h is tion of which the present step is
spring vacation, a recipe for bet- a part, was given by a group of
ter and safer home brew. With- students almost two years ago. APstanding the fact that h e is a proval has already been given to
chemist of no m ean ability, his honors courses for exceptional
n ame will not be revealed.
students.
The startling idea dawned on
The present measure keeps the
him while he was miling the entering student from specializing,
family cow late las t week. His or entering a professional school
chemical preparation runs as fol- at once, and substitutes a liberal
lows and it is hoped that no evil arts course for the first two _y ears.
befalls the consumer.
Majors may be chosen in the junChase wild bullfrogs for three ior year. The college of literamiles and gather the hop. To ture, science, and the arts, has
them add ten gallons of tan bark, 1 been divided into four groups,
one half pint of shellac and two frem which the stude n t will select
bars of lava soap. Boil thirty-six three groups in which to do subhours and strain thro' an I. W. W. sta.ntial work. These are language
sock to keep it from working. and literature; English, Germanic
Add one g r asshopper to each pint languages, Greek, Latin, Romance
to give it_ a kick .. Pour a l_ittle i n- l anguages; social sciences; econto t h e kitchen smk. If It takes omics, history, political science,
the enam el off, it is ready for philosophy, mathematics, physics,
bottling.
chemistry, geology, geography,
mechanics ana astronomy; biola THE REASON
gical sciences: animal biology, inRuth F.: Why do they call eluding physiology, plant biology,
your boy friend maple syrup?
including bacteriology and psychoOther g irl: Oh, I suppose be- logy. The object of the change is
cause he is s o sweet.
facilitation of the transition from
First girl: No, he's such a re- secondary school methods, to uni·
fined sap.
varsity standard work.

I
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"THE ATHLETIC FINN"
This is a si!lll.ll volume written

by K. P. Silberg, "'which gives

some reasons why the Finns
Evanston, Ill. Students of the excel in athletics. It includea
short sketches of Hannes KolehMedill School of Journalism of
mainen, Willia Ritola, Albin
Northwestern University will fill Stenroos, and Paavo Nurmi. The
jobs as reporters and copy-readers New York Herald said of the
on forty weekly and daily news- latter, "If Paavo Nurmi had been
papers during their Easter va- at their beck and call, the
cation. In this way they learn Olympic gods might have thought
twice before employing Hermes
something of the discipline of the
as their swift messenger." In his
city-room and the way in which t our o fA menca
· m
· 1925 , h e b ro k e
editors manage their news and records right and left and startled

over 7,000 copies weekly which features.
go to the students of the ten
The vacation assignment is a
departments of the university and part of a required course in field
to alumni all over the world. trips, under the direction of
Last year the National College Philip D. Jordan, instructor in
Press Congress cited the News journalism. During the past seas an example of a model college mester the students have visited
weekly newspaper.
the Chicago offices of the AsThe sheet is put out under sociated Press, .the United Press,
the direction of Paul J . Frank the Western Newspaper Union,
of Cambridge, student managing , and the Chicago Tribune.
editor, and Prof. Harry B. Center, publisher, and head of the
journalism department of the
universi ty. A staff of students
with assigned reportorial and ed itorial positions, work two n ights
a week, "copy nights,'' getting
It might have been the scienout the issue which comes out tific spirit that prompted Harvard
on Tuesdays. Positions on the students to vote decisively against
staff are earned only after a the desirability of companionate
period of "heeling." The editors marriage, and then to reverse the
and business managers are award- order on the next question and
ad the whole or part of their vote for trying it. Two questions
tuition for their work on the were asked as a preliminary to a
paper.
debate on the subject between
Judge Ben B. Lindsey and Dr.
Frank Crane: "Do you think leATHLETES NEEDED
galized companionate marriage
How to get good athletes. That would be an aid or a menace to
is the source of worry at the Uni- marital happiness?" and "If sociversity of Colorado . So pressing ety recognized this institution
is the problem that The Silver would you venture upon a comand Gold gathered opinions from panionate marriage yourself?"
every possible source on the best
ways for bringing high school
stars Boulder- wards, and published them for aid to patriotic students. The chief difficulty seems
to lie in -the University's reputation as a place where study is demanded. The Coloradans are vali:intly trying to overcome this report, and the college paper advises
students approaching high school
desirables to make them pnderstand that it is not hard to "stay
in school." One criticism, made
by a graduate of the University
who is now principal of a high
school, is this:
"To build a stadium holding
26,000 persons and then to apparently discriminate against athletes
by means of entrance and scholarship requirements is certainly an
inconsistency if there ever .was
one."
He proves, to his own satisfaction at least, that the institution
would do much better with lighter
emphasis on scholarship. All this,
he makes clear, he has decided
with "the interest of U. C. at
heart."

4

the sporting world with his eccentric form and unusual training methods.
Nurmi's Phllosopby
"The Athletic Finn" was WTitten with the intention of having
it published during Nurmi's visit
here, but the work was delayed
and so less space was given to
this one runner and more to a
treatment of the Finns and their
national characteristics.
"'All that I am, I am because
of my mind,' says Nurmi. Many
of our athletic trainers have
smiled at this statement, but it
is precisely at this statement
that we can least afford to smile
if we hope to develop men who
will be peers of Nurmi."

SLASRINGs· ",._L

LAUGH AT THIS
Johnnie: Do whales eat sardines, Mother?
Mother: Yes, Johnnie.
Johnnie: Oh, how do they open the cans?
Do you know how to make a Venetian blind?
Shure!
How?
I'd poke me finger in his eye!

TENDER MEMOR'¥Mrs. Shimmerpate, just back from Europe said to Mrs.
Beanbrouth:
"I J·ust couldn't bear looking at the ruins in Italy. They
made me homesick for my husband."
"Homes1'ck for y·our husband?''
.
"Uh huh. You know, Henry has fallen arches."
MYSTERY ? ? ?
other is that the normal school
•

•

•

has two tennis courts.

? ? ? COLUMN

•••

(Continued from page 1)
visited a well-known Bellingham
restaurant, After one sample of
a doubtful-looking fluid, Mipard

Fassett beckoned to a servant
:and said: "Waiter, what's this
stuff?"
"I don't know, sir," answered
the waiter with a yawn . "I'm a
stranger here myself."
•
• • •
One difference between Puget
Sound and Bellingham Normal is
that the former is built on a level
spot, · the latter on a hill. An-

IT IS SAID THAT ONE CAN
GET A BEAUTIFUL VIEW OF
THE CITY OF BELLI NGHAM
FROM THE NORMAL GROUNDS,
BUT VERY FEW OF THE VISITORS PAID MUCH AJTENTION
TO ANY VIEWS OFF THE CAMPUS.

* * *
The women who attend Bellingham Normal are intending to be
teachers. "They could teach me
a lot already,'' commented "Red"
Tatum.

* • *

•

The squad went to Bellingham
in cars and returned in a burry.
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More than-n!Hf of the voters ve-

toed the idea, but on the second
question about the same number
answered in the affirmative. Fully eighty percent voted against
companionate
marriage,
and
eighty- five percent against giving
the plan a trial.

CURIOSITY BURIED
"Idle Curiosity Gossip, born in
the year 1, dietl 19 2 8 on Bennett
College campus. May her rest be
undisturbed" is the caption on the
headstone of a newly-made grave
on the campus of Bennett College
for Women, a college for Negro
girls sponsored by the Methodist
Church. At a student forum discussion, led bY a half dozen of the
college and high school girls,
gossip was revealed as an inconvenient lu:x:ury, fostered by idleness, jealousy and a general feeling of inferiority, and furthermore
lt was concluded that any campus
may be rid of her by steadfastly
looking for the good in everyone.
A funeral service was held for
her at chapel and then the faculty
and students filed past the
casket and on to the grave where
the sod was thrown forever over
Miss Gossip. Under the spreading
branches of one of Bennett's great
oak trees, close to chapel and
Y. M. C. A. bulletin board, Idle
Curiosity lies buried-deep.

TIDS ·NEW FREEDOM
Withdrawal of her request for
pledges of good conduct was asked
of the dean of women at the UniVersity of North Dakota, by a committee of women dormitory residents. Their revolt against the
pledges that led to the appointment of a committee to make recommendations was described in
The New Student for February 29.
Smoking, the dean was told, is
a matter for the halls to consider,
and should not be subject to the
determination of one person. Since
drinking is against state and na.tional law, no further loeal ruling was regarded as necessary.
Card playing, formerly prohibited,
was decreed harmless by the committee, which also balked at another o l d ruling that the women
stay in their rooms five evenings
a week. This was called "unreasonable,'' and was stricken out.
The result of the revision is -a
greater measure of self-determfnation for the women. But so far
the revision is in the form of r ecommendations which may, or may
not, meet admisistrative favor.

rr_and Take Care of This Matter
, . . . I Know That
You Can ~o It!''
E•s an Executive . . . and
like all modern business
men, demands office assistants
who are capable, who can be
trusted, who have a background
of business trainiDg. The pages

H

of business history are crowded
with examples of young people
who, because of their knowledge
of business procedure, were promoted step by step into high-salaried positions.

59 Calls for Office Help
~eceived in MarchJ 1928
.... 46 Positions Filled....
Business Men of Tacoma phone daily for competent assistants.
They demand trained graduates.

MAIN

&tposition

every [fra:;;;,e"

!=

TACOMA, WASH.
Day and Night Classes

·-~{/(Fully accredited by the National Association of Accredited 1~-e(~

Commercial Schools.
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